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Samsung microSDXC PRO Plus 128GB memory card (MB-MD128KA)
The  Samsung  microSDXC  PRO  Plus  UHS-I  memory  card  delivers  impressive  read  speeds  of  up  to  160MB/s  and  write  speeds  of  up  to
120MB/s.  As a result,  it  will  satisfy the needs of even the most demanding users.  With a capacity of  128GB, you will  never run out of
space for your files. With the card you will successfully increase the memory of your smartphone, tablet, game console or camera. The
set also includes an SD adapter, which will make your work even easier.
 
Speed, fluidity, reliability
Expand the memory of your device and get more capabilities. With the Samsung PRO Plus card you can smoothly record 4K videos, play
demanding console games and take continuous photos.  U3, A2 and V30 class speeds allow you to save and transfer data seamlessly.
Enjoy write speeds of up to 120MB/s and read speeds of up to 160MB/s - see how much difference it can make!
 
Tailored to you
Record long videos and take thousands of photos - with Samsung PRO Plus you won't run out of storage space. The capacity of the card
is up to 128GB - enough to store about 7.5 hours of 4K videos, about 20 hours of FHD videos, about 51,783 4K photos or about 67,518
FHD photos. Almost nothing limits you! You don't have to worry about security either. The card is equipped with protection against water,
high temperature, x-rays, magnetic fields, drops and wear and tear.
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In the box
MicroSD card
SD adapter
Brand
Samsung
Name
Memory card microSDXC PRO Plus
Model
MB-MD128KA
Capacity
128GB
Interface
UHS-I, compatibility with UHS interface
Read speed
Up to 160MB/s via UHS-I interface*Actual speed may vary depending on conditions and environment.
Write speed
Up to 120MB/s via UHS-I interface*Actual speed may vary depending on conditions and environment.
Speed class
U3, V30, A2
Operating voltage
2.7-3.6V
Operating temperature
-25°C-85°C
Storage temperature
-40°C-85°C
Durability
Up to 10,000 insertion/removal cycles
Dimensions
15x11x1mm
Weight
About 0.25g

Price:

€ 19.50
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